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introduced a new concept of tidal stream power system
with experiments in the sea [1]-[2]. Shiono et al. (1999)
studied the Darrieus-type device [3]. Walsum (1999)
introduced the current power system in Fundy [4]. Jo et
al. (2008) published the experimental results on the
applications of tidal current power systems in the
cooling water weir [5]. To produce sufficient power,
many device units are required in the power farm
region. Due to the limited areas of the concentrated
current, the arrangement of the devices is very
important to maximize the efficiency and economic
viability of the farm. The optimization of arrangement
is essential in the multi-arrayed formation. Jo et al.
(2007) presented the interference rates of axial,
transverse and diagonal arrangements of rotors for
changing incoming current speeds [6]. However, the
actual interference effect can be determined by various
factors, including rotor diameter, rotor type, current
speed, associated structure, and current direction. The
necessary experiments required in this type of study are
costly and time consuming with technical difficulties.
However, the numerical approach can generate various
conditions for hydrodynamic aspects showing pressure
and velocity distributions, and interference effects for
multi-arrayed formations. The numerical tool is very
useful but should be confirmed and verified with
experimental results to ensure confidence in the
reliability of the results. In this study, CFD
(computational fluid dynamics) is used to analyze
selected cases for axial, transverse and diagonal
interferences based on the experiment by Jo et al.
(2007). The mesh is generated by discontinuous mesh
and offset mesh merge methods. The CFD results are
compared with the experiment and further developed
for various conditions.

Abstract
With strong currents in various regions in South
Korea, several sizable tidal current projects are
being planned and constructed. On the west coast
where there is 10m tidal range, the feasibility study
for a 200MW tidal current power farm has been
launched in 2009. To extract a significant quantity
of power, a tidal current farm with a multiarrangement is necessary in the ocean. The rotor,
which initially converts the energy, is a very
important component because it affects the
efficiency of the entire system. The rotor
performance is determined by various design
parameters. The power generation is strongly
dependent on the incoming flow velocity and the size
of the rotor. However, the interactions between
devices also contribute significantly to the energy
production. The rotor performance considering the
interaction needs to be investigated to predict the
exact power in the farm. This paper introduces the
performance of devices considering the interference
between rotors with axial, transverse and diagonal
arrangements. The serious of experiments and
numerical output are included in the paper.
Keywords: TCP (Tidal Current Power), Renewable energy,
Interference effect, Rotor, CWC (Circulating Water Channel),
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)

1.

Introduction

Tidal current power is now recognized as the main
clean power resource in Korea where there are strong
current regions in the west and south coasts. Many
researchers have studied tidal current power systems.
Garbuglia et al. (1993) and Paish et al. (1995)
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2.

between rotors in the further behind would decrease
more. This effect was also verified by CFD.

Experiment

2.1 Rotor spec
The specifications of the rotor are listed in Table 1. P
in P-1D3B indicates plastic, 1D indicates unidirectional airfoil surface and 3B the three blades.
Description

Specification

Notation

P-1D3B

No. of blade

3

d/D ratio

0.15

Diameter(m)

0.5

Rotor interval
(1D)

RPM reduction
rates

Flow
velocity
(m/s)

1st
rotor
(RPM)

2nd
rotor
(RPM)

3rd
rotor
(RPM)

1st~2nd
rotor
(%)

2nd~3rd
rotor
(%)

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

46
102
152
208

30
80
126
178

0
63
107
150

34.8
21.6
17.1
14.4

N/A
21.3
15.1
15.7

1.0

271

226

196

16.6

13.3

1.2

330

283

253

14.2

10.6

Table 2: RPMs and reduction rates between rotors at 1D
Rotor interval
(1.5D)

Table 1: Specification of rotors

To determine the performance of the P-1D3B single
rotor, the RPM of one rotor for changing flow rate is
measured. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between RPM
and flow velocity.

RPM reduction
rates

Flow
velocity
(m/s)

1st
rotor
(RPM)

2nd
rotor
(RPM)

3rd
rotor
(RPM)

1st~2nd
rotor
(%)

2nd~3rd
rotor
(%)

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

47
103
157
212

33
83
131
180

0
65
112
158

29.8
19.4
16.6
15.1

N/A
21.7
14.5
12.2

1.0

270

231

206

14.4

10.8

1.2

330

289

258

12.4

10.7

Table 3: RPMs and reduction rates between rotors at 1.5D

Figure 1: P-1D3B rpm vs. flow velocity

2.2 Interference effect by flow rate
To examine the effect of interference between rotors,
three P-1D3B rotors were tested. The distances
between the rotors were varied from1D to 1.5D.
Figure 3: RPM reduction rates between rotors at 1D

Figure 2: Arrangement of rotor

As summarized in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the reduction
rate between the second and third rotors is lower than
the first and second rotors. It was observed that as the
number of rotors increases, the interference effect

Figure 4: RPM reduction rates between rotors at 1.5D
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3. 3. CFD analysis
3.1 CFD condition
The static and dynamic simulations have been
conducted for tidal current power devices being located
at specific distances. The static condition in the paper
means that the rotor is fixed at incoming current and
the dynamic is for the rotating rotors at incoming flow.
The ANSYS CFX v11 with SST turbulent flow has
been used for L=2.3m, B=2.6m and H=0.9m. The mesh
is generated by CFX mesh and table 6 is meshing result.
Description
Length
Breath
Height

Figure 6: Grid system of rotor

Specification
2.3 m
2.6 m
0.9 m

3.2 Interference effect by rotors
In experiment, three rotors were used to test the
interference effects in axial direction. The distance
between rotors in the CFD model was 1D and the flow
rate of 1 m/s were applied. In the CFD, 10 rotors were
analyzed. The calculation results are summarised in Fig.
7. The rotor RPM reduction rates by interference are
shown in Fig. 8. The rotor reduction rate can be
calculated by the relationship (1).

Table 4: Domain specification
Analysis Condition
Time step
Cycles
Size of mesh
Input flow velocity
Flow density
Rotor moment of inertia

Value
0.004s
500
Max. 50 mm
Min. 0.78 mm
0.4m/s
998.2kg/m³
0.005kg·m²

Decrement rate : (Un - Un+1) / Un *100
Un : Average flow rate to the nth rotor

(1)

Table 5: Analysis condition
Generated mesh types
Total number of nodes
Total number of tetrahedra
Total number of pyramids
Total number of prisms
Total number of elements

Units
657,177
2,967,180
2,107
232,767
3,202,054

Table 6: Information Mesh statistics

The ANSYS CFX v11 can automatically create
meshes for three discrete areas; general mesh for
circular channel domain, detail mesh for rotor area of
dynamic rotation action and very detail mesh for the
rotor tip. To prevent the discontinuity and mismatch
along the boundaries and rotational rotors, the moving
mesh and frozen-rotor interface options are applied as
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Figure 7: Grid system of rotor

Figure 8: Grid system of rotor

As being located near to the front rotor, the
interference effect is greater. But as it is placed to the
further back, the smaller interference effect between
rotors was observed.

Figure 5: Computational domain of turbine
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4. Conclusion
The interference effects of tidal current power
devices for axial arrangement are investigated by the
CFD and experiment for the selected cases. From the
study, it is observed that the fore rotors interference is
much more significant than the rear rotors. It
demonstrated that the power generation can be heavily
affected by the interference of devices. Therefore it is
very important to optimize the device arrangement to
maximize the power efficiency of the power farm. The
CFD method is handy to understand the various aspects
of multi-arrayed devices including interference effects.
However, it should be verified together with
experiment since there are many assumptions and
conditions applied in the program. It is found that the
repeat shape can be generated efficiently with offset
mesh merge method. The complex streamline, the
distributions of velocity and pressure can be obtained
from CFD that are not easy from the experiment. The
detail analysis for the specific environmental conditions
considering rotor type and arrangement should be
conducted to estimate the power production rate
considering interference effects between rotors.
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